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DATE:

4

Let’s discover grammar

Step 1  Read these sentences.

Step 2  Underline ‘Is there’ and ‘There is’.

Step 3  Circle the preposition ‘on’.

Step 4  Circle the correct answer. Find the rule. 

Let’s understand grammar

There is …; Yes/No questions: Is there …?
Preposition of place: on

Get the 
answer now!

1 There is

e.g. There is a car.

 There is a restaurant.

e.g. There is a cat.

 There is a bird.

    2
    1

Is there a library in the school?

There is a library in the school.

It is on the third floor.

We use the preposition ‘on’ with buildings / floors .

1 sample
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Try it yourself

A Complete the sentences using ‘ There is … ’.

1.  a hippo.

 

2.  a giraffe.

 

3.  (elephant)

 

4.  (panda)

 

2 Yes/No questions: Is there …?

3 Preposition of place: on

e.g. Is there a slide?
 Yes, there is.

e.g.  We use computers in 
the computer room on 
the sixth floor.

e.g. Is there a swing?
 No, there isn’t.

sample
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B  Complete the questions and the answers with ‘ Is there ’ 
and ‘ there is ’ about the things in the classroom.

1.  a computer?   Yes / No, .

2.  a rubbish bin?   Yes / No, .

3.  a clock?   Yes / No, .

4.  a door?   Yes / No, .

C  Look at this plan of an apartment building. Use the plan 
to complete the sentences using ‘ on ’.

   Mrs Yeung is on the first  
floor.

 1.  Mr Chan is on the  
floor.

 2.  Miss Lee is  the 
.

 3.  Mr Wong is  the 
.

 4. Mr Lau is .

 5. Mrs Tse is .

e.g.
Mr Lau

6/F

5/F

4/F

3/F

2/F

1/F

G/F

Mrs Tse

Mr Chan

Mrs Yeung

Mr Wong

Miss Lee
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Let’s practise grammar in context

D  Look at this plan of a new shopping centre. Complete the 
description of the shopping centre below.

Explore your local community.

Description and 
conversation

Yes, there  

6   
a supermarket. 

No, there  

8  
a book store.

 There is a new shopping centre 

in Sha Tin. It is very good. There is a 

toy shop on the ground floor.

	 1  the first floor, there 

is a supermarket. 2  the 

second floor, there 3  

some restaurants. 4 

 (a cinema)

 I like the shopping centre very 

much.

5  
there a 
supermarket? 

7  
there a book 
store?

3/F

2/F

1/F

G/F

Community 
Facilities
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Quiz
MARKS: /50
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16

A  Complete the conversation with the words in the box.  
(10 marks, @2 marks)

bored  hot  hungry  kind  thirsty

Jenny: It’s 1  in here.

Mike: Let’s turn on the fan. 

Jenny:  Thank you. Do you have any biscuits?  
I am 2 .

Mike: Yes, here you are.

Jenny: Thank you! I have a chess set. Do you want to play?

Mike: Good idea! I am 3 .

Jenny: Do you have any soft drinks?

Mike:  Oh, are you 4 ? Let me give you some cola.

Jenny: That’s very 5  of you.

B  Complete the sentences using ‘too’. (10 marks, @2 marks)

1. Candy is thirsty. Ken .

2. This dog is cute. That dog .

3. Mr Wong is kind. Miss Wong .

4. These children are tired. Those children .

5. Those flowers are beautiful. These flowers .

1
sample
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DATE:

17

C Complete the conversations below. (12 marks, @2 marks)

1. Gary:  Is Sam a happy boy?

 Elaine: Yes, . He smiles all the time.

2. Ron: Are Jenny and Fiona tired?

 Daisy:  No, . They are bored. They have nothing 
to do.

3. Simon:  an apple on the table?

 Alex:  No, .

4. Karen: Where is Mrs Chung?

 Chris:  She is  the staff room  the first 
floor.

D  Complete these instructions using ‘must’ or ‘mustn’t’.  
(18 marks, @3 marks)

1. Listen to the teacher.  You must .

2. Do your homework.  

3. Don’t shout in class.  

4. Don’t write on the table.  

5. Don’t cheat in tests.  

6. Wait for your turn.  

sample


